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 Trip Summary

Day 1 - Monday, 04-Mar-2024

1 Google Maps  Tokyo, Japan

2 Google Maps  Yokohama, Japan

3 Google Maps  Kamakura, Japan

4 Google Maps  Hakone, Japan

5 Google Maps  Nagoya, Japan

6 Google Maps  Osaka, Japan

7 Google Maps  Beppu, Japan

8 Google Maps  Nagasaki, Japan

9 Google Maps  Fukuoka, Japan

10 Google Maps  Hiroshima, Japan

11 Google Maps  Himeji, Japan

12 Google Maps  Kyoto, Japan

13 Google Maps  Kanazawa, Japan

14 Google Maps  Takayama, Japan

15 Google Maps  Nikko, Japan

16 Google Maps  Sapporo, Japan
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https://maps.google.com/?q=Tokyo,+Japan&ftid=0x605d1b87f02e57e7:0x2e01618b22571b89
https://maps.google.com/?q=Yokohama,+Kanagawa,+Japan&ftid=0x60185becbbb66509:0x69683f660285400
https://maps.google.com/?q=Kamakura,+Kanagawa,+Japan&ftid=0x6018459b80ac5619:0x5700747a399f2502
https://maps.google.com/?q=Hakone,+Ashigarashimo+District,+Kanagawa,+Japan&ftid=0x6019a20c60b2dc7b:0x2605bd17ac977b26
https://maps.google.com/?q=Nagoya,+Aichi,+Japan&ftid=0x6003709e107b2365:0x2a9622d4e8ceb352
https://maps.google.com/?q=Osaka,+Japan&ftid=0x6000e6553406e2e1:0xc55bc16ee46a2fe7
https://maps.google.com/?q=Beppu,+Oita,+Japan&ftid=0x3546a618509f24c7:0x89c8f818256b6722
https://maps.google.com/?q=Nagasaki,+Japan&ftid=0x35154c548418da67:0x8bf7a6edca32cc93
https://maps.google.com/?q=Fukuoka,+Japan&ftid=0x3541eda1e9848429:0xf60a729936398783
https://maps.google.com/?q=Hiroshima,+Japan&ftid=0x355a9908eef34fbb:0x7e4ce50cfc1f772
https://maps.google.com/?q=Himeji,+Hyogo,+Japan&ftid=0x3554e22d19ebd8d1:0xdbab934d716b0b69
https://maps.google.com/?q=Kyoto,+Japan&ftid=0x6001a8d6cd3cc3f1:0xc0961d366bbb1d3d
https://maps.google.com/?q=Kanazawa,+Ishikawa,+Japan&ftid=0x5ff83655468566c3:0x8df155c46fde6215
https://maps.google.com/?q=Takayama,+Gifu,+Japan&ftid=0x6002a342a14fc349:0xd4f2fb84f0b8e3dc
https://maps.google.com/?q=Nikko,+Tochigi,+Japan&ftid=0x601fa4b7c69ac8d1:0x6f526b42961dd1c0
https://maps.google.com/?q=Sapporo,+Hokkaido,+Japan&ftid=0x5f0ad4755a973633:0x33937e9d4687bad5


Day 2 - Tuesday, 05-Mar-2024

Day 3 - Wednesday, 06-Mar-2024

Day 4 - Thursday, 07-Mar-2024

Day 5 - Friday, 08-Mar-2024

Day 6 - Saturday, 09-Mar-2024

Day 7 - Sunday, 10-Mar-2024
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 Day 1 - Monday, 04-Mar-2024

1 Tokyo, Japan 
Tokyo, Japan

Tokyo, the capital of Japan, is a bustling and vibrant city that
offers visitors a unique blend of modern innovation and ancient
traditions. The city is known for its towering skyscrapers, neon
lights, and cutting-edge technology, as well as its rich cultural
heritage.

One of the main draws of Tokyo is its food scene, which is
considered one of the best in the world. From street food to high-
end restaurants, there is no shortage of delicious and unique
dishes to try.

Tokyo is also home to many iconic landmarks, such as the Tokyo
Tower and the Imperial Palace, as well as popular districts such
as Shinjuku and Shibuya, where visitors can experience the
energy and excitement of Tokyo's urban culture.

Use Trip.Expert's Trip Planner and start planning an
unforgettable vacation in Tokyo today!
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Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

2 Yokohama, Japan 
Yokohama, Kanagawa, Japan

Yokohama, Japan is a vibrant and modern city known for its
beautiful waterfront, diverse cultural attractions, and delicious
cuisine. As the country's second-largest city, Yokohama offers a
unique blend of traditional Japanese culture and contemporary
urban experiences. Visitors can explore the historic port area,
visit the iconic Landmark Tower, and enjoy stunning views from
the Cosmo Clock 21 Ferris wheel. The city is also famous for its
annual Yokohama Chinatown Spring Festival and the stunning
Sankeien Garden. With its rich history, stunning architecture, and
lively atmosphere, Yokohama is a must-visit destination for
international tourists.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels
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https://maps.google.com/?q=Tokyo,+Japan&ftid=0x605d1b87f02e57e7:0x2e01618b22571b89
https://www.getyourguide.com/s/?q=Tokyo, Japan, Japan&partner_id=TL9QH04
https://www.booking.com/searchresults.en.html?aid=7940302&ss=Tokyo, Japan, Japan
https://maps.google.com/?q=Yokohama,+Kanagawa,+Japan&ftid=0x60185becbbb66509:0x69683f660285400
https://www.getyourguide.com/s/?q=Yokohama, Japan, Japan&partner_id=TL9QH04
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3 Kamakura, Japan 
Kamakura, Kanagawa, Japan

Kamakura, Japan is a historic city known for its numerous
temples, shrines, and beautiful beaches. It was once the political
center of medieval Japan and is home to the iconic Great Buddha
statue, which is a must-see for visitors. The city offers a peaceful
and serene atmosphere, making it a popular day trip destination
from Tokyo. With its rich history, stunning natural scenery, and
traditional culture, Kamakura is a must-visit for international
tourists looking to experience the beauty and tranquility of Japan.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

4 Hakone, Japan 
Hakone, Ashigarashimo District, Kanagawa, Japan

Hakone, Japan is a popular tourist destination known for its
stunning natural beauty, hot springs, and views of Mount Fuji.
Visitors can enjoy a relaxing soak in the area's many onsens,
explore the beautiful Hakone Open-Air Museum, and take a
scenic boat cruise on Lake Ashi. The town is also famous for its
traditional ryokan inns and delicious local cuisine. Hakone is
easily accessible from Tokyo, making it a perfect day trip or
weekend getaway for those looking to escape the city and
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https://maps.google.com/?q=Kamakura,+Kanagawa,+Japan&ftid=0x6018459b80ac5619:0x5700747a399f2502
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immerse themselves in Japan's natural wonders.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

5 Nagoya, Japan 
Nagoya, Aichi, Japan

Nagoya, Japan is a vibrant city known for its rich history, modern
architecture, and delicious local cuisine. It is famous for its iconic
Nagoya Castle, which offers a glimpse into Japan's feudal past, as
well as the Toyota Commemorative Museum of Industry and
Technology, showcasing the history of the renowned car
manufacturer. Visitors can also explore the Osu Kannon Temple,
a bustling shopping district, and the beautiful Atsuta Shrine.
Nagoya is a great destination for those looking to experience
traditional Japanese culture while also enjoying the conveniences
of a modern city. With its unique attractions and welcoming
atmosphere, Nagoya is a must-visit for international tourists.
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Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

6 Osaka, Japan 
Osaka, Japan

Welcome to Osaka, Japan - a vibrant city where ancient traditions
blend seamlessly with modern innovation. Discover the dynamic
energy of bustling street markets, iconic landmarks like Osaka
Castle, and the serene beauty of historic temples. Indulge in
mouthwatering street food at Dotonbori, explore the bustling
nightlife in Minami (Namba), or immerse yourself in the
tranquility of Shinsekai. With its rich cultural heritage and lively
atmosphere, Osaka offers an unforgettable experience for every
traveler. Plan your adventure to this captivating city with our
comprehensive guide to Osaka, Japan.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels
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7 Beppu, Japan 
Beppu, Oita, Japan

Beppu is a charming city located on the island of Kyushu in
Japan, known for its numerous hot springs and unique "hells"
(jigoku) where visitors can witness boiling hot springs and vibrant
colored pools. Beppu is famous for its traditional onsen (hot
spring baths) and is a popular destination for those seeking
relaxation and rejuvenation. The city also offers beautiful coastal
views, delicious local cuisine, and a variety of cultural
experiences. With its natural beauty and rich history, Beppu is a
must-visit destination for international tourists looking to
immerse themselves in Japanese culture and unwind in the
healing waters of its hot springs.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

8 Nagasaki, Japan 
Nagasaki, Japan

Nagasaki, Japan is a city with a rich history and cultural
significance. Famous for being the second city to be hit by an
atomic bomb during World War II, Nagasaki is a place of
remembrance and peace. Visitors can explore the Peace Park
and Atomic Bomb Museum to learn about the city's tragic past
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https://maps.google.com/?q=Beppu,+Oita,+Japan&ftid=0x3546a618509f24c7:0x89c8f818256b6722
https://www.getyourguide.com/s/?q=Beppu, Japan, Japan&partner_id=TL9QH04
https://www.booking.com/searchresults.en.html?aid=7940302&ss=Beppu, Japan, Japan


and its journey towards recovery. Nagasaki is also known for its
beautiful harbor, stunning views, and vibrant festivals. With its
mix of historical sites, natural beauty, and unique cultural
experiences, Nagasaki is a must-visit destination for those
seeking to understand Japan's complex history and resilient
spirit.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

9 Fukuoka, Japan 
Fukuoka, Japan

Fukuoka, a dynamic city on Kyushu's northern shore, seamlessly
combines modernity with tradition. With a striking skyline, iconic
Fukuoka Tower, and historical landmarks like Fukuoka Castle, the
city showcases a rich history spanning over a millennium.
Renowned for its delectable cuisine, especially Hakata ramen,
and vibrant street food scene in Nakasu, Fukuoka is a food
lover's haven. Canal City Hakata offers a unique shopping and
entertainment experience, while Ohori Park provides a serene
retreat. Fukuoka's efficient transportation system and warm
hospitality make it an accessible and welcoming destination,
promising a delightful blend of cultural experiences for
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https://maps.google.com/?q=Nagasaki,+Japan&ftid=0x35154c548418da67:0x8bf7a6edca32cc93
https://www.getyourguide.com/s/?q=Nagasaki, Japan, Japan&partner_id=TL9QH04
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international visitors.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

10 Hiroshima, Japan 
Hiroshima, Japan

Hiroshima is a city with a tragic history that has emerged as a
symbol of hope and resilience. Visitors can pay their respects at
the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park and Museum, which honors
the victims of the atomic bomb and promotes peace. The city is
also home to the beautiful Itsukushima Shrine, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site located on the nearby Miyajima island. With its
delicious cuisine, such as okonomiyaki and oysters, and its
friendly locals, Hiroshima is a wonderful destination to
experience the resilience and spirit of Japan.
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Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

11 Himeji, Japan 
Himeji, Hyogo, Japan

Himeji, Japan is famous for its stunning Himeji Castle, a UNESCO
World Heritage site and one of the most well-preserved castles in
Japan. The castle's white exterior and elegant design make it a
must-see for visitors. Himeji also offers beautiful cherry blossoms
in the spring, traditional Japanese gardens, and delicious local
cuisine. The city is easily accessible from Kyoto and Osaka,
making it a great day trip for tourists. With its rich history,
beautiful architecture, and picturesque surroundings, Himeji is a
must-visit destination for anyone exploring Japan.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

12 Kyoto, Japan 
Kyoto, Japan

Kyoto is a historic city that offers a glimpse into Japan's rich
cultural heritage. The city is known for its beautiful temples,
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shrines, and gardens, such as the iconic Golden Pavilion and the
serene Kiyomizu-dera. Visitors can also experience traditional
Japanese culture through tea ceremonies, geisha performances,
and kimono rentals. Kyoto is also a great destination for food
lovers, with its delicious local cuisine, such as tofu and kaiseki
ryori. With its peaceful atmosphere and timeless charm, Kyoto is
a wonderful destination to experience the beauty and tranquility
of Japan.

Use Trip.Expert's Trip Planner and start planning an
unforgettable vacation in Kyoto today!

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

13 Kanazawa, Japan 
Kanazawa, Ishikawa, Japan

Kanazawa, located on the western coast of Japan, is a city known
for its rich history, traditional culture, and beautiful natural
landscapes. The city is famous for its well-preserved Edo-era
districts, including the charming geisha district of Higashi Chaya,
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and the historic samurai district of Nagamachi. Visitors can
explore the beautifully landscaped Kenrokuen Garden, one of
Japan's most celebrated gardens, and the impressive Kanazawa
Castle, which offers a glimpse into the city's feudal past.

Kanazawa is also renowned for its traditional crafts, including
gold leaf production and intricate lacquerware, which can be
experienced at the city's various artisan workshops and
museums. The city's bustling Omicho Market is a must-visit for
food enthusiasts, offering a wide array of fresh seafood and local
delicacies.

With its blend of history, culture, and natural beauty, Kanazawa
is a destination that should not be missed by international
tourists. Whether strolling through its historic streets, admiring
its traditional arts and crafts, or savoring its delicious cuisine,
Kanazawa offers a unique and authentic Japanese experience.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels
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https://maps.google.com/?q=Kanazawa,+Ishikawa,+Japan&ftid=0x5ff83655468566c3:0x8df155c46fde6215
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14 Takayama, Japan 
Takayama, Gifu, Japan

Takayama, located in the mountainous Hida region of Gifu
Prefecture, is a charming and picturesque town known for its well-
preserved old town, traditional wooden houses, and historic
streets. The town is famous for its annual Takayama Festival,
featuring ornate floats and traditional music and dance. Visitors
can also explore the Hida Folk Village, showcasing traditional
thatched-roof farmhouses, and the Takayama Jinya, a former
government building from the Edo period. With its rich history,
beautiful scenery, and traditional culture, Takayama is a must-
visit destination for those looking to experience the authentic
charm of rural Japan.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

15 Nikko, Japan 
Nikko, Tochigi, Japan

Nikko, Japan is a picturesque town known for its stunning natural
beauty, rich history, and UNESCO World Heritage sites. Visitors
can explore the Toshogu Shrine, a lavish and ornate mausoleum
of Tokugawa Ieyasu, the founder of the Tokugawa shogunate.
The town is also home to the beautiful Nikko National Park,
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offering breathtaking landscapes, serene lakes, and lush forests.
Nikko is famous for its vibrant autumn foliage, making it a
popular destination during the fall season. With its tranquil
atmosphere and cultural significance, Nikko is a must-visit for
international tourists seeking a unique and enriching experience
in Japan.

Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels

16 Sapporo, Japan 
Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan

Welcome to Sapporo, Japan - a winter wonderland and vibrant
city nestled in the heart of Hokkaido. Explore the enchanting
Sapporo Snow Festival, where magnificent ice sculptures
illuminate the streets. Experience the thrill of skiing and
snowboarding in world-class resorts like Niseko. Indulge in
authentic Hokkaido cuisine, from savory miso ramen to fresh
seafood at the Nijo Market. Don't miss the iconic Sapporo Beer
Museum for a taste of local brews. Whether you're drawn to
winter sports, culinary delights, or cultural experiences, Sapporo
offers something magical for every traveler. Start planning your
unforgettable journey to Sapporo, Japan today.
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Google Maps       Tickets       Nearby Hotels
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 Day 2 - Tuesday, 05-Mar-2024
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 Day 3 - Wednesday, 06-Mar-2024
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 Day 4 - Thursday, 07-Mar-2024
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 Day 5 - Friday, 08-Mar-2024
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 Day 6 - Saturday, 09-Mar-2024
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 Day 7 - Sunday, 10-Mar-2024
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